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Motivation

I Developing a predictive understanding of the terrestrial water cycle
at local to global scale is essential for accurate assessment of water
resources, agricultural production, and energy generation given
current climate variability.

I Terrestrial component of the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE’s)
E3SM excludes many critical physical processes

I Due to missing process representations, E3SM is unable to answer
following key research questions:

I How topography may mitigate drought effects on vegetation along
a hillslope gradient?

I How hydraulic functional traits of root, stem, and leaf will
determine the response of tree to future drought in presence of
topographic gradients?

I Will inclusion of advective energy transport significantly alter
prediction of permafrost thaw?

I Computational challenges associated with E3SM’s 10-year vision of
resolving terrestrial processes at sub-kilometer resolution include:

I Solving nonlinear parabolic PDEs with approximately 10 billion
unknowns

I Using spatial discretization of PDEs that account for
non-orthogonal grids

I Flexibility to solve tightly coupled multi-component, multi-physics
problems

Objectives

I In Phase-I of this project, we will develop a rigorously verified,
spatially adaptive, scalable, multi-physics dynamical core (dycore)
for global-scale modeling of three-dimensional subsurface processes

I The dycore will use the Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific
Computation (PETSc) library to provide numerical solution of
discretized equations

Spatial Discretization: Methods

I High spatial resolution in complex terrain leads to non-orthogonal
three dimensional grids

I Two spatial discretization methods have been identified that account
for non-orthogonal grids and have been previously applied to solve
for subsurface flow and transport processes

1. Multi Point Flux Approximation (MPFA) - O method

I Based on finite volume in which
control volumes are subdivided
into interaction volumes (IVs)

I Pressure varies linearly and flux
continuity is enforced across IVs

I Discretization can be performed
in physical or reference space

I Number of unknowns are
cell-centered pressure values

2. Mixed Finite Element (MFE) method

I BDM1 basis assumes that
normal velocity may vary
linearly along a edge

I Discretization is performed in a
reference space

I Choice of numerical quadrature
reduces the number of
unknowns to cell centered
pressure values

I MPFA-O and MFE methods have different error convergence
properties for rough grids

Spatial Discretization: Results

I Developed a prototype code for solving 2D steady-state diffusion
equation using MPFA-O method

I Solves∇ · (K∇P) = 0 on a 2D
non-orthogonal grid with
K = 1, Psouth = 4, Pnorth = 3,
Pright = 1, and Pleft = 2

I Preliminary comparison of our
results show good agreement
with the MATLAB Reservoir
Simulation Toolbox

P(x, y) via MPFA-O method

Temporal Discretization: Methods

I The dycore will use PETSc time-stepper (TS) for temporal
discretization

I Use of TS will enable easy experimentation with multiple time
integration algorithms and allow the development of an adjoint
model in the future for data assimilation

Temporal Discretization: Results

I Implemented PETSc TS based solver in PFLOTRAN, a subsurface
flow and transport model that uses first-order spatial discretization

I Error convergence study is performed for a 1D soil column problem
in which liquid pressure evolves towards a hydrostatic equilibrium
starting with a spatially homogenous initial condition

I Error for the default
PFLOTRAN timestepper and
TS backward Euler converges
at the same expected rate

I Error for TS Crank-Nicolson
converges at a higher rate that
TS backward Euler
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Next steps

I Extend prototype codes for
MPFA-O and MFE methods to
support 3D problems

I Study error convergence for
MPFA-O and MFE for
non-orthogonal grids

I Develop a verification and
validation test suite for the
dycore

I Apply the dycore for a range
of terrestrial multi-physics
problems at global scales

PFLOTRAN QA test suite

Each test results in simulation output
that is stored for later comparison

Start with a physical model component 
(energy, flow, transport, etc.)

For each physical model component, set
up a steady and transient problem

For each steady and transient test, set up
a problem for each dimension

For each dimension, set up all 
possible boundary and initial
condition types

For every boundary/initial condition
type, run the test in each simulation
mode

PFLOTRAN Verification
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Development of a Testing Suite to 

Ensure Software Quality

ABSTRACT In scientific computing, code verification ensures the
reliability and numerical accuracy of a model simulation by comparing
the simulation results to experimental data or known analytical
solutions. The model is typically defined by a set of partial differential
equations with initial and boundary conditions, and verification ensures
whether the mathematical model is solved correctly by the software.
Code verification is especially important if the software is used to model
high-consequence systems which cannot be physically tested in a fully
representative environment [Oberkampf and Trucano (2007)]. Justified
confidence in a particular computational tool requires clarity in the
exercised physics and transparency in its verification process with
proper documentation.
We present a quality assurance (QA) testing suite developed by Sandia
National Laboratories that performs code verification for PFLOTRAN, an
open source, massively parallel subsurface simulator. PFLOTRAN solves
systems of generally nonlinear partial differential equations describing
multiphase, multicomponent and multiscale reactive flow and transport
processes in porous media. PFLOTRAN’s QA test suite compares the
numerical solutions of benchmark problems in heat and mass transport
against known, closed-form, analytical solutions, including
documentation of the exercised physical process models implemented
in each PFLOTRAN benchmark simulation. The QA test suite
development strives to follow the recommendations given by
Oberkampf and Trucano (2007), which describes four essential elements
in high-quality verification benchmark construction: (1) conceptual
description, (2) mathematical description, (3) accuracy assessment, and
(4) additional documentation and user information.
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§ Validation:
§ “Are we building the right software?”

§ Verification:
§ “Are we building the software right?”
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We implement several tests using a structured hierarchical approach which
results in widespread test coverage. Test execution is automated through
controlled BASH scripting.

Challenges and limitations:
• The test suite must be kept simple enough that analytical solutions exist.
• Coupled processes rarely have analytical solutions, so testing coupled

processes can be done with code inter-comparisons.
• Simple tests don’t always account for built-in fluid equations of state,

mixture models, parameter averaging techniques, unsaturated flow, etc.
• Numerical accuracy increases with finer spatial discretization and smaller

time steps, but practicality limits choices in grid spacing and time steps.
• Passing criteria for individual tests can be somewhat arbitrary.
• The large amount of test-specific python scripts can be challenging to

maintain because each problem is unique.

A script executes the test suite                          #!/bin/bash

PFLOTRAN Solutions

A python script compares the PFLOTRAN
solution to the analytical solution

Analytical solutions for each test problem
are obtained from literature Analytical Solutions

The relative error is calculated
to decide passing/failing grade

PASS
error < 2%

FAIL
error > 2%

1D Steady Heat Conduction

2D Transient Liquid Flow

3D Steady Gas Flow
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The domain is a 100x10x10 meter column made up of 10x1x1 
cubic grid cells with dimensions 10x10x10 meters. The column 
is composed of two materials with the following properties:
thermal conductivity K1(x<2L/5) = 100 [W/(m-°C)]

K2(x>2L/5) = 300 [W/(m-°C)]

The initial temperature is 1.0°C. At the left x=0 boundary, a 
dirichlet boundary condition is applied: T(x=0) = 1.0°C
At the right x=L boundary, a neumann boundary condition is 
applied: q(x=L) = -1.5 [W/m2]

The simulation is run until a steady-state solution develops.
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The domain is a 100x100x1 meter plate made up of 50x50x1 
hexahedral grid cells with dimensions 2x2x1 meters. The column is 

composed of a single material with the following properties:
permeability k = 1x10-14 [m2]
porosity Φ = 0.20
fluid compressibility Γ = 1x10-9 [1/Pa]

fluid viscosity μ = 1.728x10-3 [Pa s]

The initial pressure is described by p(x,y,t=0)=f(x)*f(y)+pi. 
At the north and south boundaries, a neumann no-flux boundary 
condition is applied: q(x,0,t) = q(x,L,t) = 0 [m/s]

At the east and west boundaries, a dirichlet boundary condition is 
applied: p(0,y,t) = p(L,y,t) = 0 [Pa]
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The domain is a 1x1x1 meter cube made up of 20x20x20 cubic grid 
cells with dimensions 0.05x0.05x0.05 meters. The cube is composed 

of a single material with the following properties:
permeability k = 1x10-15 [m2] 
gas viscosity μ = 1 x10-5 [Pa s]

The initial pressure is p(x,y,z,t=0) = p0 = 1x105 Pa.

At each face of the cube, a specific gas flow is applied:
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The specific gas flow is converted to a gas flux [m/s] boundary 
condition by dividing the specific gas flow by the gas pressure at the 
boundary.

The simulation is run until a steady-state solution develops.
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Visit us at http://www.pflotran.org code repository

Documentation at http://www.documentation.pflotran.org pflotran-dev

Questions? Email us at pflotran-users@googlegroups.com
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